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Sporting Intelligence’s annual review of

average wages in the world’s most popular

and richest sports leagues has a third different

team filling the No1 spot in four years.

In the inaugural review in 2010, the New York

Yankees had the highest per capita pay packets in

global sport, with their stars earning £4.7m (now

worth $7.1m) per year on average.

In our 2011 report, the Yankees had been overtaken by

the Spanish giants Barcelona and Real Madrid.

Barca’s average pay was £4.9m in the period covered.

Last year, Barca and Real Madrid kept the No1

and No2 spots, with Manchester City of the Premier

League continuing their rise to move into No3.

Barca were paying £5.2m on average. The Yankees

were down in sixth on £3.75m per man.

This time Manchester City are at the summit, with

average first-team pay in the period under review

at £5.24m ($8.1m) per player for the year. And in

a shake-up inside the top 10, the Los Angeles

Dodgers have stormed to second place in this 

review - from 69th last year - with an average

wage of £4.86m ($7.5m) per player in 2013.

Real Madrid have climbed above Barcelona, just,

but still fallen from last year’s No2 to this year’s

No3. Barca in turn fall from No1 to No4.

The Yankees climb back up one place from No6

last year to reclaim a place in the top five. Their

average salary in 2013, of £4.65m, is almost the

same as the table-topping £4.7m of three years

ago, but only good enough this time for the No5

place. The annual and weekly figures for every

featured team, in pounds and dollars, are detailed

in the full list.

In the week this report ‘goes to press’, it is notable

that a ground-breaking alliance in MLS soccer has

just been announced between the Yankees and

Manchester City. Together, from 2015, they will

operate a new New York-based MLS franchise, NYCFC.

Given the relatively meagre average pay levels in

MLS soccer compared to the league where the

Yankees (MLB) and Manchester City operate (the

English Premier League), we can be sure that

NYCFC will not feature in the upper echelons of

this survey any year soon.

Then again, with the dynamics of ‘synergetic’

sports ownership in constant flux, who knows

how such cross-league partnerships will evolve. It

is important to note that currency fluctuations have had

an impact on this year’s list, with the dollar and

pound both strengthening against the euro.

The dollar has strengthened by almost 16 per cent

against the euro between survey periods, and also

against the pound by six and a half per cent. So

while Real Madrid's wages rose by a very small

amount in euros year-on-year, this still registered

relatively as being six per cent down in terms of

dollars earned. Barcelona's wages dipped slightly,

but in dollars terms fell 16 per cent.

Similarly, most of the major European soccer

teams saw increased wages in their own currency,

but because of currency fluctuations, these are not

completely mirrored in dollar terms.

Uniquely, our annual wage reports compare earnings

from different sports in different countries on a

like-for-like basis, calculating first-team (‘active

roster’) players’ average pay per year and per

week. The figures we consider are for ’on field’

earnings only, not endorsements.
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Buy the full report and receive the data plus 
supplementary materials in an interactive 
spreadsheet (screen grab sample below..


